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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following scalar parabolic equation 
u, = ~(,, + f’(u), O<x<n,t>O (l-1) 
with the Dirichlet boundary condition 
u=o at x=0, 7r, (1.2) 
where f: R + R is a smooth function. Precise conditions on f‘ will be given 
later. 
Let d(x) be a stationary solution of problem (1.1) (1.2). Suppose that 
4(x) is hyperbolic; i.e., the operator ~‘/8x’+f”(~(x)) has no zero eigen- 
value under the boundary condition (1.2). One of the fundamental 
problems in dynamical systems is the following: Is the nonlinear problem 
(l.l), (1.2) topologically conjugate to a linear problem in a neighborhood 
of the stationary solution 4(x)? In other words, is the flow nearby the 
hyperbolic stationary solution d(x) structurally stable? Can the nonlinear 
problem ( 1. I ), ( 1.2) be linearized by a homeomorphism in a neighborhood 
of I$? 
The theory of linearization for ordinary differential equations and 
diffeomorphisms near a fixed point has been widely studied. The literature 
on this subject is extensive; in this paper we will mention only some of it. 
For simplicity, we assume that 0 is a fixed point of ordinary differential 
equations. Then the ordinary differential equations near the fixed point 0 
can be written as 
?‘=eY+.fly), (1.3) 
’ Current address: Department of Mathematics, Brigham Young University, Provq, 
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where y E [w”, B is an n x n matrix, f‘: U c [w” + R” is a smooth function 
with f(0) = 0 and f’(0) = 0, where U is an open neighborhood of 0. In the 
theory of linearization one is concerned with the existence of smooth maps 
where @ has a smooth inverse, defined for small 1 yl and transforming (1.3) 
to 
Analogously, the diffeomorphism G: UC W” -+ iw” near the fixed point 0 
can written as 
G(Y) = CY + ~YL (1.4) 
where y E W, C is nonsingular n x n matrix, and g: UC R” + !FV is a 
smooth function with g(O) and g’(O)=O. One is concerned with the exis- 
tence of a Ck map Q(y) defined for small I yl such that Q, 0 G 3 @ _ ’ = C. In 
the analytic case, this problem has been considered by Poincare [28], 
Birkhoff [7], Siegel [32, 333, Arnold [3], Moser [23], Meyer [21], 
Zehnder [38, 393, and others. The general, nonanalytic case has been 
studied by Sternberg [34, 353, Nagumo and Ise [26], Chen [S], Hartman 
[16-181, Nelson [24], Pugh [29], Takens [37], and others. Recently, 
more delicate conditions showing that the nonlinear system (1.3) (resp., 
(1.4)) admits a C-smooth linearization have been obtained by Seli 
[30, 311 and Beleskii [4, 51. Stowe [36] gives a complete classification for 
two-dimensional systems. The other conditions under which the ordinary 
differential equations admit a Ck linearization have been obtained by Sami 
Elbialy [ 121. The point we want to emphasize here is that the eigenvalues 
of B (resp., C) have to satisfy certain nonresonance conditions in order to 
have a C” (s >, 1) linearization, even if the nonlinear terms are analytic. 
Otherwise, it is false; see, for example, Hartman [ 161 and Sell [30]. More 
generally, if the fixed point 0 is hyperbolic, i.e., B (resp., C) has no eigen- 
value on the imaginary axis (resp., unit circle), then the nonlinear system 
(1.3) (resp., (1.4)) can be Co linearized. This is the Hartman-Grobman 
theorem. Proofs can be found in Hartman [ 183, Grobman [ 143, Chow 
and Hale [9], and Palmer [27]. It is also known that there are the 
ordinary differential equations with nonhyperbolic B which do not admit a 
Co linearization. Pugh [29] proves the Hartman-Grobman theorem for 
diffeomorphisms in a Banach space. However, this result cannot be applied 
to parabolic equations since the time-l map is not a diffeomorphism. Mora 
and Sola-Morales [22] proved a C ’ linearization theorem for damped 
wave equations for which the time-l maps are diffeomorphisms. 
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More recently, Nikolenko [25] and Zehnder [40] prove Siegel’s 
theorem for the following evolution equations in a Banach space 
ti=Au+f(u), (1.5) 
where A is diagonalizable and generates a C” semigroup and f is analytic 
with f(u) = O((U(~) as 1~1 + 0. It is proved that if the eigenvalues of A 
sattsty certain “small-divisor” conditions, then (1.5) can be transformed to 
the linear equation ti = AU by an analytic transformation near the identity 
operator. The proofs are essentially based on the KAM accelerated con- 
vergence method. However, their approaches arc different. Foias and Saul 
[ 13 J obtain a certain kind of analytic linearization theorem for a class of 
Navier-Stokes equations provided the eigenvalues satisfy certain non- 
resonance conditions. 
However, in applications, the eigenvalues of A may not satisfy the small- 
divisor conditions nor even certain nonresonance conditions. Another 
difficulty we face here is that WC cannot solve the parabolic equations 
backwards. In other words, the corresponding time-l map is not a 
diffeomorphism since 0 is the accumulative point of the eigenvalues. 
The known methods for proving the Co linearization for the ordinary 
differential equations do not work for the problem (l.l), (1.2). 
In this paper, we study the Co linearization theory for the problem (1.1 ), 
( 1.2) near the hyperbolic stationary solution 4(x). The problem (1.1 ), (1.2) 
in a neighborhood of b(x) can be written as 
u, = u,, + a(x)o + g(x, u), O<x<7r,t>O (1.6) 
u=o at x=0, 7r, (1.7) 
where a is a smooth function and g is a smooth function with g(x, 0) = 0 
and gl(x, 0) = 0. Let g’(c) = g(x, o) for each t‘ E HA(O, rr). Our main result 
is 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that a E C”( (0, n)) and g’: U + H,$O, X) is a C ’ 
mapping with g’(O) = 0 and Dg’(0) = 0, where U is an open neighborhood 
of 0 in H A(O, K) und D is the dlxferentiation operator. Then there exists 
an open neighborhood V of 0 in H,!,(O, x) and a homeomorphism 
@: V-+ 0(V) c H:(O, IC) such that if ~$2, x) is a solution of‘( 1.6), (1.7) und 
v(t, .) E V, then @(u( t, x)) is a solution of the linear equation 
w, = w,, + a(x) w, O<x<n,f>O (1.8) 
w=o at x = 0, n, (1.9) 
and if w(t, x) is a solution of (1.8), (1.9) and w(t, .)E @( V), then 
@-‘(w(t, x)) is a solution of (1.6) (1.7). 
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We note that in this theorem we only need that g’ is a Lipschitz 
continuous function with a small Lipschitz constant. The space HA(O, 7t) 
can be replaced by other spaces, which depend on the nonlinear function 
ge. We believe that this result should hold for more general equations 
which include the case in which A is a sectorial operator and g’ is a C’ 
function from a fractional power space to a larger one. This is going to be 
discussed somewhere lse. 
Remurk. This result holds for general evolution equations (1.5) in a 
Hilbert space provided that the spectrum a(A) of A satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) o(A) is bounded from below. 
(ii) There are two sequences { un}, {h,,): and constants C> 0 and 
fl> l/2 such that 
a,<b,<u,<b,< ..., 
a,, 2 Cn”, for large n, 
inf {u, ,. 1 - h,, ) > 0 
“>l 
and o(A I= UnaI (a,, h,). 
For example, let A = -A with the domain D(A)= H’(Q)n HA(Q), 
where 52 = (0, x)~ for d< 3. It is known that the spectrum of A consists 
only of eigenvalues i., < i., < ... < i.,, < . . . with finite multiplicity and the 
eigenvalues atisfy the asymptotic property 
i, 2 C,n2jd, for large n, 
where Cd is a positive constant and they satisfy i, + I - i.,, 3 1 for n 2 1. See, 
for example, Courant and Hilbert [ 111. This implies that A satisfies the 
above properties (i) and (ii). 
The method we use here is based on the invariant manifold theory and 
the invariant foliation theory. We will show the existence of infinitely many 
one-dimensional invariant manifolds and the existence of invariant folia- 
tions. Using these one-dimensional invariant manifolds as new axes and 
using the invariant foliations to trace new coordinates, WC can completely 
decouple the problem (1.6), (1.7) into an infinitely many one-dimensional 
system. Then we linearize each one-dimensional problem, put them 
together, and get a Co linearization theory for (1.6), (1.7). 
We organize this paper as follows: in Section 2 we formulate problems 
and introduce notations; in Section 3 we prove the existence of infinitely 
many one-dimensional invariant manifolds and the existence of n-dimen- 
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sional invariant manifolds for each integer 12  1; in Section 4 we prove the 
existence of invariant foliations; in Section 5 we study transformations for 
flows on the n-dimensional manifold; in Secion 6 we prove Theorem 1.1. 
2. HYPOTHESES AND NOTATION 
Consider the scalar parabolic equation 
4 = u, + 4x) u + f(x, u), o<x<7c, t>o 
with the Dirichlet boundary condition 
u=o at x = 0, 71, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
where a is Co and fis C’, f(x, 0) = 0 and f:(x, 0) = 0. 
Let X=L’(O, rc) and Au= -(a”/Jx’+a(x))u for smooth u which 
vanishes at 0 and rc. Then A can be extended to a self-adjoint densely 
defined operator in X with the domain D(A) =HA(O, rc) n H’(0, z). Let 
E = HA(O, TC). Define f’(u) =f(x, u) for each u E E. 
Assumption. f’: U -+ E is C’ with f ‘(0) = 0 and Df “(0) = 0, where U is 
an open neighborhood of 0 in E and D is the differentiation operator. 
Let 8 be a C” cut-off function from [0, co] to [0, l] with 
B(s) = 1 for Ods<l, e(s) = 0 for ~32, 
sup l@(s)1 < 2, 
S>O 
and we set 13,(s) = 8(slp) for p > 0, and F,(U) = e,( ilull)f’(u), where /I .I/ is 
the usual norm of the space Ht(O, rc). Clearly FP is C’ from E to E, 
maxueE IIF,(u)ll +O as p +O and rnaxUeE IlDF(u)ll 40 as p +O. Let 
Lip I;, denote the Lipschitz constant of FP. Consider the modified equation 
ti = -Au + FP(u). (2.3) 
Clearly, the problem (2.1), (2.2) is the same as Eq. (2.3) in the ball 
B,={=EI ll4l~~). 
From now on, we will study Eq. (2.3) instead of (2.1), (2.2) because we 
study local properties. 
By the Sturm-Liouville theory, we have that the spectrum o(A) of A 
consists only of simple eigenvalues il, < & < . . . < 1, < . . . and the corre- 
sponding eigenfunctions e, , . . . . e, . . . form an orthogonal basis of E. 
Moreover 
A,=n2+o(l) as n-,03. (2.4) 
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Let 
a, = min A”., 1 
i’ 
- I., /I,, - i., - , 
2 3 2 1 
for n>l (2.5 1 
and 
r = rnnlf (un}. (2.6) 
Thus we have that n/u,, = 0( 1) as n -+ x; and x > 0. Let 
E, = span{e,}, 
Eb = wn{e,, . . . . e, , , e,,, I, . . . 1, 
E; = span{e,, . . . . e,,}, for m>n, 
and let P,, P,i , and Pr be the corresponding projections. Let A; = A) A4,1 
and write u E E as u = ~~=I u,, where u, E E. 
3. INVARIANT MANIFOLDS 
By choosing suitable p, we are going to show that there exist infinitely 
many one-dimensional invariant manifolds for Eq. (2.3) and that there 
exists an n-dimensional invariant manifold for Eq. (2.3) for each n. We also 
show the existence of invariant manifolds for flows on the n-dimensional 
manifold. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p > 0 such that (5/r) Lip F, < 1. Then for each 
positive integer n there is a one-dimensional invariant manifbld for (2.3) 
which is given by 
M,,= {~,+U~,)IwS,)~ 
where h,: E, + Ei- is Co.’ (Lipschitz continuous) and satisfies h,,(O) = 0 and 
Lip h,, < 2 L’p Fp 
rn - 3 Lip Fp 
< 1 
Remark. In fact, it can be shown that h, is C ‘. However, for our 
purposes, we do not need that. The interested reader may consult Chow 
and Lu [lo]. 
Proof. Let us define the following Banach space 
C,~={flf:~-+E is continuous and sup I!e’-“‘-“““lf’(r)II <3cj 1 
rta 
with the norm 1 f 1%” =suple A (le”“’ ~mxnl’!f(t)l(, where rn is given by (2.5). 
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Denote by u(t, u”) the solution of (2.3) with initial data ~(0, u”) = u’. Let 
M,, = {u’ 1 u(t, u”) is defined for all t E W and u( ., u”) E C,,,}. 
Then clearly, M,, is nonempty since 0 E M, and is invariant under the flow 
of Eq. (2.3). We are going to show that M,, is given by the graph of a Co*’ 
function over E,. 
Claim. u” E M, o u( .) E C,, with u(0) = u” and satisfies 
where r = P,,u’. 
First we prove “a”. By using the variation of constants formula, we 
have 
P,u(t, u”) = e-‘nrP,uO + I’ e-‘.” “‘P,&(u) ds, (3.3) 
-0 
+ jT* e - Wcr-.\)p;-‘fJu) & 
Pn”,. , u(t, 2) = e-c. I(’ “P,“, , u(z, g) 
I 
I 
+ e-“:+I”-“‘P,“, ,F,(u) ds. 
T 
(3.5) 
Since z4 E Cxn, we have that for t CT, 0 < r 
IF A;-?-T)P;I- ‘u(z uO)ll 3 
<e- i,-l(r-r)e-i,r+ (1~7 I~(,, 
de - i. “epanr II(I,++O as ?--*+a. 
Taking the limit r + +co in (3.4), we have 
P;-‘u(t, u”)= (3.6) 
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Similarly, we have for T < t, T < 0 
Taking the limit T + -x in (3.5), we have 
P,“+IU(t,Uo)= -’ ! “-A~-I”-‘)P,~,,F~(u)rls. (3.7) z 
Putting (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7) together, we have (3.2). “a” follows from the 
variation of constants formula; see, for example, Henry [ 193. 
Let JJu, <) be the right hand side of equality (3.2). It is not hard to see 
that J,, is well-defined from CZ,a x E, to C,+. For each U: ii E C,“, we have 
+j’ e- A:-‘(r--sP,’ ‘(F,,(u) -F&T)) ds 
TX2 
Obviously J, is Lipschitz continuous in r. By the assumption of this 
theorem, we have 3 Lip f,,/a, < 1. Hence J, is a uniform contraction with 
respect to the parameter 5. By the uniform contraction mapping principle, 
we have that for each 5 E E,, J,( ., 5) has a unique fixed point u( .; 5) E CXn 
and u( .; .) is Lipschitz from E, to C,” and satisfies 
(3.8) 
In other words, Eq. (3.2) has the unique solution u( ., <) E C,” which 
satisfies (3.8). 
X)5:93:2- II 
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0 
= eA;’ ‘Y’; ‘F,,(u(s; 0) ds 
oc 
+J-O eA:r~S~;m+, F,,(u(s; 5)) ds. 
-co 
Then h,(O) = 0, h, is Lipschitz continuous and satisfies 
Using (3.2), we have 
M,, = h + Uu,) I un E En ). 
This completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Choose fj such thut (3/r) Lip I;, < 1. Then for euch 
positive integer n there exists an n-dimensional imariant manifold for (2.3) 
which is given by 
M;= {p+h;(p)IpW}, 
where /I’,’ : E; + E,“, , is Lipschitz continuous and satisjies 
h?(O) = 0 
Lip h’; ,< 
Lip F,) 
rn - 2 Lip F,, 
and 
llh;(p)ll G + sup llF,(u)Il, $%,,+I >O. 
n + 1 I‘ c E 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Proof: Define the following Banach space 
Cz; = {f 1 f: Iw- + E is continuous and sup IIeLn’ ‘““lf(t)ll < cc } 
1320 
with the norm jj’[; =suplGo Jle”n’+“n’j’(t)ll. Let 
A.47 = (~‘1 u(t, u”) is defined for all f < 0 and u( ., u(j) E C,” }. 
Then M; is nonempty and invariant under the flow of Eq. (2.3). We will 
prove that My is given by the graph of a Co.’ function over E;. To see this, 
we first claim 
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Claim. u” E My o u( .) E C ;” with u(0) = u” and satisfies 
u(r)4~‘g+l’EA~” “‘PyF,,(u)dr 
0 
+ j-’ cA:+l(’ “‘P,“_ ,F,,(u) ds, 
cc 
(3.11) 
where p = P;u’. 
The proof of this claim is similar to that in Theorem 3.1. Now let J;(u, p) 
be the right hand side of equality (3.11). We have 
and 
IJ;(u,p)-J;(u.p)l,~~LipF,,lu-ul~,~ 
n 
IJ;(% P) - J;‘(u, HI ;, 6 II P - iill. 
By the assumption of Theorem 3.2, we have that (2/a,) Lip F,, < 1. Using 
the uniform contraction mapping principle, we have that for each p E ET 
Eq. (3.11) has a unique solution u( .; p) E C,” which is Lipschitz continuous 
in p. Furthermore 
!4~;P)-u(~;i91;~a -,“LipF IIP-PII. 
” P 
Let 
h;(p) = P,;“, , ~(0; p) = f” &I~‘P;+ , F,,(u(s; p)) ds. 
CL 
Then h;(O) = 0 and h’; is Lipschitz continuous from ET to E,” with 
Lip h’,‘< Lip 5 
an - 2 Lip F, 
< , 
If 4, + 1 >O, then 
Ilh;b)II f ’ -sup IIF,(uN 2. n+l usE 
By the claim, we have 
M?= b+h;(p) IPEE:). 
This completes the proof. 1 
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Now let us consider flows on the n-dimensional invariant manifold My. 
The flows on My are described by the equation 
b= -A;P+P;F,(P+h;‘(P)), (3.12) 
where p E E’f. 
Analogously, we have the following theorems for Eq. (3.12). 
THEOREM 3.3. Choose p such that (10/x) Lip Fp < 1. Then for euch 
integer k, 1 <k <n, there exists a one-dimensional incariunt mantfold for 
(3.12) which is given by 
M$“= {<+l;“(t)l<~E& (3.13) 
where I iv”(O) = 0, I t,” is Lipschitz continuous from Ek to E’; ’ @ Ez+ , and 
satisfies 
Lip 1:” d 
4 Lip Fp 
xk - 6 Lip F, 
< 1. 
Note that Lip(P;F,( + h;(. ))) Q 2 Lip F,,. 
THEOREM 3.4. Choose p such that (6/a) Lip Fe < I. Then for each integer 
k, 1 <k <n, there exists u k-dimensional incuriant manqold for (3.12) which 
is given by 
Mf.” = { 5 + lF”(ct) I i: E E: j, 
where l:,“(O) = 0, 1:” is Lipschitz continuous from E: to Ei, , and satisfies 
Lip(ltv”) d 
2 Lip F, 
r,-4LipF,, 
and 
(3.14) 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let n > k. Then the following .ytatement.y h&i
(i) Let u: E Ek. Then +(t, u,“) is a solution of 
tik = -ikuk + P,F,(u,‘+ hk(uk)) (3.16) 
if’ond only tf uk(t, u,“)) satisfies 
ti,= --;l~~~+P~F~(u~+f~“(u~)+h;(u~+f~”(u~))). (3.17) 
h’fGreOUer uk + h,(U,) = uk + f;“(Uk) + h;(uk + Ii’“(U 
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(ii) Let p” E Et. Then p(t, PO) is u solution of 
li= -A;p+P:F,(p+h:(p)) (3.18) 
f and only $p( t, p”) satisjies 
b= -~‘rp+‘=:F,,(p+I:~“(p)+h~(p+I~~“(p))). (3.19) 
Moreover 
p + h!(p) = p + I’;%“(p) + h;(p + /fqp)), 
Proof Let u,(t, uf) be the solution of (3.16) with the initial data 
u,(O, u:) = ni. Since M: is invariant, we have u(t) = u,(t, uf) + hk(uk(t, ~0,)) 
is a solution of (2.3) and u( .) E C,,. Since C,, c C,“, we have u(O) E AI’,‘. 
Hence there exists a p” E E’; such that u(O) = p” + h;(p’). Let p(t, p”)) be 
the solution of (3.12) with the initial data p(O,p())=p’. By the invariance 
of the manifold M’,‘, we have that p(t,p’) + h;(p(r,pO)) is a solution of 
(2.3). By the uniqueness of solutions we have that u(t)= ~(r,p”) + 
h?(p(t,p”)). In the meantime, u( .) E C,, implies POEM:“. Hence there 
exists p(k’ EE, such that p” = pf + Ik,-“(p:). Since IV;” is invariant, by the 
uniqueness of solutions, we have that p( r, p”) = pk( t, pz) + /k,.“(pk( t,p:)), 
where pk(t, p:) is the solution of (3.17) with the initial data ~~(0) = pz. 
Therefore 
u(r) = ~(1, PO) + h;(p(t, p”)) 
= P(4 PO) + c”(P,(kp:)) + y(pk(f, p;, + ly’(pk(t, pi))). 
This implies u,(I, uz) = pk(t, pi). The converse follows from the same 
arguments. Using the same argument we can show statement (ii). This 
completes the proof. 1 
4. INVARIANT FOLIATIONS 
In this section we will show the existence of invariant foliations for 
Eq. (2.3) and for Eq. (3.12). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p he such that 3 Lip F,/z < 1. Then there exists an 
invariant foliation for (2.3) whose lecf is given by 
W,Y’+ Au’)= {~,“,,(s,u”,+rl1q~E~+,I), 
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where u0 E E, #,*, , : E,“, , x E--t E; is continuous in both variables and 
un~@rn Lipschitz continuous in y with 
Lip d,“, , ( ., u”) d 
LiPF, <1 
x, - 2 Lip F, ’ 
Furthermore, 4,“; ,(q, u”) = P?uO + R,“+ ,(q, uO) and R,“, , satibfles 
Lip R,;+,(., u”)d 
Lip F, 
r,, - 2 Lip F,’ 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
2 
and IV,:+ ,(u”) n My contains a unique point < + h;(t), where 2 E E; is 
uniquely determined by u” and 5 = <(MO) is continuous. 
Remark. In fact, one may have that each leaf is a C ’ submanifold and 
is transversal to the invariant manifold My. 
For the definition of invariant foliations reader may consult Hirsch, et 
a/. [20]. 
Proof Define the following Banach space 
Cxl = {fl f: W+ + Eis continuous and sup (le’n”~‘n’f(t)ll < x’} 
150 
with the norm [PI,:, =suplao Ile”n’+xn’f(t)ll. 
Given a solution u(t, u’)(t > 0) of (2.3), we are looking for all solutions 
u(t) of (2.3) such that 
w(t)=u(t)-u(t, UO)EC$ 
Equivalently, w(t) satisfies the equation 
c 
r 
w(t) = e-"R+ 1'4 + e-A;- ,(I-.(.)pm 
n, I 
-0 
x (F,,(w + u(s, u’)) - F,(u(s, u”))) ds 
+ 1’ em- A~“--s)P?(F,,(w + u(s, u’)) - Fp(u(s, u’))) ds, (4.4) *lx? 
where q = P,y+ , w(0). 
We claim that for each (4, u”) E Ez+ , x E, Eq. (4.4) has a unique solution 
in Cf’,. To see this, let J,“+ ,(w, 9, u”) be the right hand side of (4.4). It is 
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easy to see that J,“+ , is well-defined from Ci,, x ET, , x E to C;;. For any 
IV, G E C,: we have 
,JAC,-,(w, 4, MO)-JJ,“,,(W,q, uO)l,f, G 2 Lip F,, rn l~~-~x~ (4.5 1 
It is clear that J,:., , is Lipschitz continuous in y. However, it is not known 
that .I,“, , is continuous in u” because of the lack of compactness. Using tire 
uniform contraction principle, we have that for each (q, u”) E E;;“, I x E. 
Eq. (4.4) has a unique solution w( .; q, u”) E Ci,, which is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous in y and satisfies 
Iw(~;q,u”)-w(~;q,uo)l~~ a” 
r,, - 2 Lip F,, ilq-Yll. 
(4.6 j 
To see that \t’ is continuous in u”, we choose 7 > 0 so small that 
O<j!<a, and 
2 Lip F 
d<l 
a, - 7 
We have that for each IV, W E C,: + ;
By the uniform contraction mapping principle, we have that for each 
(q, uO) E E,” I x E Eq. (4.4) has a unique solution NJJ .; q, u’) E C,:,,. Since 
c:“,p q, by the uniqueness of solutions of (4.4), we have that w = u’;.. 
Hence w(.;q,u’)EC&,. To show that w( .; q, -) is continuous from E to 
C’%l for each fixed q, it is sufftcient o show that for given c>O there is a 
6 > 0 such that if I’U” - ~‘11 <6, then 
We write 
Jw(.;q,iiO)-w(.;q,uO)l,t,d. 
w( 1; q, 110) - w( t; q, u”) 
i‘ 
I 
= e -A”o_“‘-S)P~++[F”(~v(~;q,iio)+~(~,Uo)) 
0 
- FJ w(s; q, u”) + u(s, a’))] ds 
s 
I 
+ e “;“-“P~[Fp(w(.s; q, UO) + u(s, 22”)) 
n; 
- F,(w(s; q, u”) + u(s, U’))] d.y + I, + I,, 
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where 
,-I 
1, = 
JO 
e-A~+-)P;( )[FJw(.s; q, 2) + u(s, 220)) - F,(u(s, U")) 
- F,(w(s; q, uO) + u(s, UO)) + FJU(S' UO))] ds 
I,= (' e 
*cc 
"7"-"'P:[F,(w(s; q, 240) + u(s, UO)) - F,(u(s, 170)) 
- I;b(w(.s; q, uO) + u(s, UO)) + FJu(s, u"))] ds. 
Since 2 Lip F, /LX, < 1, we have 
Iw(.;q,u”)-w(~;q,No)l~ 
< %I a,, - 2 Lip F,, (111 II’, + IUJ. 
We first show that there exists 6, > 0 such that if (lU”- ~“‘1 < 6,) then 
II, I1’, < ((3, - 2 Lip F,,)/2a,)t. Let T> 0 so large that 
(4.7) 
If 0 Q t < T, then I, is an integral on the compact interval [0, t]. By the 
continuity of u(t, u’), we have that there exists 6: =61(T) such that if 
jl~7~-~~!I <:S:, then 
lie& + 1”)11, /I< X, - 2 Lip F, 
2a, ” 
If t > T, we write I, as I, = If + IT, where 
+ u(s, ii”)) - F,,(u(s, ii’)) 
- F,(w(s; q, uO) + u(s, u")) + F;(u(s, UO))] ds 
and 
If= s ‘e ‘z++l@ .‘)P,“,,[F,(w(s;q,~~) 7‘ 
+ u(s, ii”)) - FJu(s, U”)) 
- F,,(w(s; q, u") + u(s, u')) + F,(u(s, u’))] ds. 
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For 11 we have 
The last integral is on the compact interval [0, r]. By the continuity of 
u(t, u’), we have that there exists Sf > 0 such that if //U* - u”(; d ST then 
We have from (4.7) 
Taking d, =min{s:,sf), we have that if llti’-u”ll 66, then iZ,j,‘,< 
((x,, - 2 Lip F,)/~z,)E. Similarly, there exists ~3~ > 0 such that if 
jlU” - u”J; d &, then 
lM,1, < 
a,, - 2 Lip F, 
2% E. 
t1 
This implies that if ~~zI?‘-u”~ <<=min{ii,, 6,), then 
1”(.;q,u~)-“(.;q,uo)1:“dc. 
Let 4,“; ,(q, u”) = P;u” + P;w(O; q - P,“, , z.?, u”) and 
R,“, ,(q, u”) = P;w(O; q - P;,. , u”, u”) 
s 
0 
= r”;“P;[F,(w(s; q- P;+ ,u”,uo)+u(s,uo))-F&&u’))] ds. 
cc 
Then q5,“, , and R;=+, are continuous. 
Using (4.6), we have 
Lip d;P, ,( ., u”) = Lip RzA ,( .) u”) 
% 
Lip F, 
a,-2 Lip F, 
< , 
’ 
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and 
Let 
w,y+ ,(uO) = (UOI u( .) UO) - u( *) UO) E CL}. 
By using (4.4), we have 
w;.. ,(uO)= {4:, ,(a ~0)+919~~,;+,~. 
Next we show that W:- ,(u’) n IMY contains a unique point. Suppose 
UE W,:, ,(u”) n MT. Then there exist p E ET and q E E:. , such that 
u = p +/z?(p) and u = d,“+ ,(q, u”) + q. 
This implies 
P = d,“, ,(S> uO) and 4 = Y(P). 
On the other hand, since Lip dz’+ ,( ., u”) < 1 and Lip h; < I, 
P = i,“, ,(KYPh uO) 
has a unique solution p E ET, and p = p(u”) is continuous in U” by the 
uniform contraction principle. This implies W,S, ,(u”) n M; contains a 
unique point. It is easy to see that 
and 
E= U graph4,“, ,(.,P+~;(P)) 
is a C” foliation. Finally, we prove that this foliation is invariant under the 
flows of (2.3). To see this, taking any leaf = graph #,“, ,( .,~‘+h;(pO)), 
we show that the time r-map ~(5, -) maps this leaf to a leaf. 
Taking any point u” E graph #,“i, ,( ., p” + h;(pO)), we have that 
U( ., u”) - u( ., p” + h;(p’)) E CXl. Since (2.3) is autonomous and M; 
is invariant, u( ., ~(7, u”)) - u( -, p(r) + h;(p(s)) E C;, where p(t) is the, 
solution of (3.12) with the initial data p(O) = p”. This implies 
U(S, z&graph ~~~+,(.,p(r)+hl(p(~)) for all u’~graph d,“,,(-,~O+h;(p’)). 
This completes the proof. 1 
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Now we set up invariant foliations for the flows on the n-dimensional 
manifold My. The flows on My are described by the equation 
ri= -A;P+P:qP+h;‘(P)), 
where p E E?. For simplicity, let F;(p) = P;F,(p + h;(p)) and write 
fi= -A;‘p+F”,(p). (4.8 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Choose p such rhut 6 Lip F,,/sc < I. Then ,for each integer 
1 d k < n there exists an invariant foliation for (3.12) whose leaf is given by 
w~:,(P”)=(~;l.::,(q,P”)+~l~EE;+,;, 
where p” E E;, qQ’+ , : Ei+ , x E;‘-+ Ef is continuous in both variables and 
Lipschitz continuous in n with 
Lip4;‘:,(.,p0)<r 
k 
< 1. 
P 
Furthermore, 4;: ,(n, p”) = P: p” + R:: ,(n, pO) and R::’ , .sati.sjk.s 
Lip R:?,(.,p’)< 
2 Lip F,, 
rk-4 Lip F,,’ 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
and W:y ,(p”) n M:,” contains a unique point rk + l:.k(<k), where Sk E Et is 
uniquely determined by p” and <“= tk(p”) is continuous. Let Hf.:,(n)= 
4:: ,(n, 0). Then 
M~:,={H~I:,(~)+~~I~EE~+,~ 
is an invariant manifbld for (4.8). 
The proof is analogous to Theorem 4.1. We omit it. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p be such that (6/(r) Lip Fe < 1. Then for each integer 
1 d k < n there exists an invariant foliation for (3.12) whose leaf is given by 
W:.“(p”) = { @‘CS, I-+)) + t I5 E E’; }, 
where p” E E?, &“I E: x E;’ -+ E’,I _ , is continuous in both variables and 
Lipschitz continuous in c with 
Lip #:*‘I( ., p”) < 
2 Lip F, 
xk - 4 Lip F,, 
< 1. (4.12) 
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Furthermore: #f,“( 5, pa) = Pz + , pa + Rf.“( c, pa) and Rf,” satisjks 
Lip R’;.“( 5, pO) d 
2 Lip F, 
ak - 4 Lip F, 
(4.13) 
I’Rf% p”)ll d + sup JJU), if “x- ,. , > 0, (4.14) 
k+l UCE 
und W:*“(p”) n A4;: 1 contains a unique point If;*: ,(v) + q und q = I is 
continuous. 
Proof: Let p(t,p’) be the solution of (4.8). We are looking for all 
solutions p(t) of (4.8) such that w(t) = p(t) - p(t, pa) E C’, . Equivalently, 
hi(l) -atisfies the equation 
w(t) = e a:(/- “5 + I”’ e A:0 s’pf 
‘0 
x (F;(w+ p(s,p()))- F;(p(s,p”))) ds 
+ 1’ epAt+I(‘-‘)P; ,. ,(Fi(w+ p(s,p”)) 
0: 
- F;(p(s, PO))) ds. (4.15) 
Let J;(w, 5, pa) be the right hand side of (4.15). For each w, 19 E C,, we 
have 
Obviously .I;: is Lipschitz in c. By the uniform contraction principle, we 
have that for each (5, pa) E E(; x Et Eq. (4.15) has a unique solution 
M?( .; r, pa) E C,; and satisfies 
IIt-[‘I. (4.16) 
Using the same arguments as in Theorem 4.1, we can show that w( .; 5, .) 
is continuous from E(I to CL. Let 
~~"(5,p0)=P;,,p"+P;+,w(o;~-Pl;p0,p0) 
and 
I?:“( :, p”) = P; + , MO; 5 - p: PO, PO). 
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Then I$:.” and R’;.” are continuous and 
Lip &,“( ., p”) = Lip Rt.“( . . pO) 
6 
2 Lip F, 
x,--4 Lip F,,’ 
Furthermore 
Let W:.“(p’)= {p” ip(..~“)-P(.,P”)EC,}. Then we have 
Wt.“( pO) = graph &“( . , pO). 
Using the same arguments as in Theorem 4.1, we have 
IV:-“( p”) n IV:? , 
contains a unique point H:‘( ,(q) and q = I is continuous, and 
El = u graph &.‘I( ., Hz,: ,(q) + yl) 
‘IEk$-, 
is a Co invariant foliation. This completes the proof. 1 
5. TRANSFORMATION ON My 
Consider the following differential equation which describes the flows of 
(2.3) on the invariant manifold My: 
P= -A;~+fYF,,(p+h?(p)). (5.1) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let p > 0 be small enough and be such that 
(10/m) Lip F, < 1. Then there exists a homeomorphism @, from El onto El 
such that CD, maps a solution of (5.1) to the solution of 
+ P,F,(c, +h,(z;,)) 
(5.2) 
-&IT, + PnFg,(v, + h,(c,)). 
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Conversely, Dn ’ maps u solution qf (5.2) to the solution of (5.1). Moreover 
Q,(O) = 0. 
Proof: We prove this theorem in four steps. 
Step 1. Construction qf a’,. 
Let 1 d k <n and p0 E E’,‘. Denote by p( t, p”) the solution of Eq. (5.1) 
with the initial data p(O) = p” and denote by rk(t, a:) the solution of the 
equation 
ti,= -i,v;,+P,F’,(v,+h,(v,)) (5.3) 
with the initial data ~~(0) = 1;:. 
(i) k = 1. By Theorem 4.2, Wl;-n(p”) n M i,” contains a unique 
point vy + 1 :.n(vy), where vy E E,, 1;: = v,(p’) is continuous and satisfies 
u: = P, p” + R;“(l ;~“(v:), p’). (5.4) 
By the invariance of the foliations and manifolds, we have 2;,( t, vy) = 
4yv1%(~, t’yu, p(4 PO)). 
(ii) k = n. By Theorem 4.3, W;-‘,n(po) n M:” contains a unique 
point H;“(vjj) + vz, where vf E En, uz = vz(p’) is continuous and satisfies 
u; = P, p” + R; ‘,“(h;“(vjl), /I()). (5.5) 
Moreover we have by the invariance of the foliations and invariant 
manifolds 
v,( I, I() = 4; - ‘.“(h;“(v,( t, v;)), p( t, p”)). 
(iii) 1 <k < n. By Theorem 4.2, W;‘: ,(p”) n M’;,” contains a 
unique point tk + lF”(tk), where Tk E Ef, and tk = tk(pO) is continuous 
and satisfies 
ck = Pf p” + R:: ,(/f,n(rk), p”). (5.6) 
By Theorem 4.3, Wt ‘~~(5~) n M2k contains a unique point H2k(v,0) + OF, 
where 6: E Ek, I$! = c!( tk) is continuous and satisfies 
v; = P, tk + R; - ‘.k( H;k(v;), gk). (5.7) 
Therefore, C: = ~~(~~(p~)) is continous and satisfies 
v~=PkpO+PkR~~,(ff’“(~k),po)+R;-“k(H:,k(v~),~k). (5.8 
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It follows from the invariance of the foliations and the manifolds that 
Define 
v,(t, u;, = fj: ‘qf$” (Ck(h $I), SI”(P(h PO))). 
@“(p”)= i 1’;. 
k-1 
Clearly @, is well-defined and continuous and Q,(O) = 0. Denote C;: _, IJ~ 
by t”‘. By (5.4), (5.5), and (5.8) we have 
~‘,(~O)=c”=~o+R;“(I~~‘i(o~),p’)+R~ ‘*“(H;.“(cjl),p’) 
+ “2’ [P,R;; ,(l$“(<“), p”) + R: ‘.“(IY!~~(c;), rk). (5.9) 
k-2 
By using (3.15), (4.10) (4.11), (4.13), (4.14), and (5.9) and choosing p>O 
to be small enough, we have that for each subset UC E; if Q,(U) is 
bounded then L’ is bounded. Clearly, we have that @ maps a solution of 
(2.3) to the solution of (5.1) from the invariance of the manifolds and 
foliations. 
Step 2. a,, is one-one. 
First, we claim that for m > n 
P;~,(p”+17,“(p”))=~,(po). (5.10) 
Proof of fhe claim. Let P?@,(p” + IyS’“(po)) = xj=, fit) and @Jp”) = 
xi=, l$. We are going to show t;z = 0:. 
(i) k = 1. From the constructions of @, and @, we know I$’ + 
I :.“‘( 17:) E Wy.‘“( p” + I T”‘( p’)) n M 1.” and c: + I i.“( r:)) E W:“(p”) n M i.‘. 
Using Proposition (3.5), we have u: + I t,“( 6:) + I;“‘( ry + I tx”( ~7)) E M I.“. 
In the meantime LJ~ + I t.“(u’j)) +I;~“‘(t;~ + I f.“(~y)) E f#‘~“(p” + f a”). 
Thus vy = 6: since WT”(p’+ Iy’“(p’)) n M i*” contains a unique point. 
(ii) k = n. This is trivial. 
(iii) 1 <k <n. From the construction of @,, and 0,, we have 
r” = <“. This implies 17: = z;:. Therefore P, @,,Jp’ + I:“( p’)) = @,( p’). This 
completes the proof of the claim: 
Now let us prove that @, is one-to-enc. Let p” #PO. We conside- the 
following three cases 
(1) ifp(-,pO)-p(.,jiO)$C::, fork=l,...,n.Thismeansthatthere 
is no leaf on which p” and p” stay simultaneously. This implies r: # 6:. 
(2) IfP(.,PO)-P(-,P’)EC;C,_,, then ~Z#CT: sincepO#pO. 
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(3) p(-,p’)-p(.,p’)~C,+, but #CG+, for l<k<n- 1. Then by 
Theorem 4.2 we have 
where ck is given by (5.6). By using (2), we have that P,+ 1 @,,+ ,(tk’ ‘(p’)) # 
p @k+l k+l (tk”(p”)). Using (5.10) we have that P,-,@,,(tk+‘(po)+ 
~‘1~“(~k”(po)))#Pk+,~,(~k~‘(~“)+l~+’~~(t;k+’(~’))). Namely t$+,# 
ok ,. , . Therefore @,’ is one-to-one. 
Step 3. a,, is onto. 
We prove this by induction. 
(i) n= 1. It is trivial. 
(ii) Suppose that it is true for n - 1; 
(iii) we show that @,, is onto. Given any 1;” = xi=’ vi, by the 
hypotheses of induction, we have that there exists a unique p”- ’ E E? ’ 
such that 
n-l 
@“-.‘(pn I)= 1 Lk=v”-‘. 
k .z , 
By using the contraction mapping principle, we have 
W;-'*n(v, + H;"(v,)) n W>"(pn-' + 1; '*"(pn-')) 
contains a unique point p”. Using (5.10) and construction of @, we have 
@,,( p”) = ‘j”. Hence @, is onto. 
Step 4. CD, ’ is continuous. 
Since E” is a finite dimensional space, and @,, is continuous and @/’ 
maps bounded sets to bounded sets, we have that @;’ is continuous. By 
the uniqueness of solutions, @-’ maps a solution of (5.2) to the solution 
of (5.1). This completes the proof. 1 
6. TRAXSFORMATION FOR EQ. (2.3) 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let p > 0 he small enough and be such that 
(IO/r) Lip F,, < 1. Then there exists a homeomorphism @from E onto E such 
that CD maps a solution oj’ (2.3) to the solution of the equation 
i’, = -i.,v, + P, FJv, + h’(v’)) 
tin= -2,,vn+ P,F,(v,+h,(v,)) 
(6.1) 
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and @ ’ maps a solution qj’ (6.1) to the solution of (2.3). Moreover: 
Q(O) = 0. 
Proof: We prove this thcorcm in four steps. 
Step 1. Construction of @. 
Let ZIE E. For each integer n > 0, by Theorem 4.1, we have that 
IV,:, ,(u)nM? contains the unique point p”+hl(p”), where POE ET: 
p” = p”(u) is continuous and satisfies 
P” = v;:+ ,(h;Wl u) 
= P;u + R,;A ,(h;(p”), u). (6.2) 
Note that p” is uniquely determined by U. 
(i) n= 1. Let zjl = p’(u) 
(ii) n > 1. By Theorem 4.3, WY- ‘I” n M:” contains a unique 
point v, + H;“(v,), where v, E E,, C, = v,Jpn) is continuous and satisfies 
t’,, = (py ‘qHy(v,), p”) 
= P, p” + R; - ‘*“( H;,“( v,), p”). 
Therefore, we have that v, = c,,(p”(u)) is continuous in u and satisfies 
v,, = P,u + P,, R,;+ ,(h;(p”(u)), u) + R’I ‘*“(H~“(c,,), p”(u)). (6.3) 
We claim 
is convergent and continuous in u. 
By Theorem 3.2, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 and the fact that 
i.,=n’+O(l) as n-t z, we have that 
and 
f R;--‘,“(H~“(v,(p”(u)),p”(u)) 
n- 2 
.505,‘93 2. 12 
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are uniformly convergent for u in any bounded subset of E. By using (6.3), 
we have that I,“‘, t’, is convergent. Let ti = C,“=, u,. Then ti satisfies 
u = u + c P,, R,“, ,(h;(p’*(u)), ~1 
n- I 
+ c R;- ‘*“(H;“(u,,(p”(u)), p”(u)). 
n-2 
Since C,“= , P, Rr, , and C,“=, R: ‘3” are uniformly convergent and 
P,,R,“; r and R’,- I*” are continuous in u, a= G(U) is continuous. This 
completes the proof of the claim. 
Define Q(u) = u(u). 
Then @ is well-defined and continuous and @(O) = 0. By the invariance 
of the foliations and the manifolds, we have that @ maps a solution of (2.3) 
to the solution of (6.1). 
Step 2. Q(u) is one-to-one. 
First we claim 
CLAIM. 
p:@(u) = @,(P”(U)). (6.4) 
Proof of the claim. Let P;@(u) = C; =, c~, @,(p”(u)) = C; =, Ck. We 
want to show uk = t’k for 1 <k dn. 
(1) k= I. By Theorem4.1, W,“(u)nM, contains a unique point 
u, + h’,(u,); by Theorem 4.2, WT”(p”(u)) n &I:,” contains a unique 
point 0, + I :“‘(U,). Using Proposition 3.5, we have 0, + I~~n(z7,) + 
hl(t7, + [:,n(fi,)) E M,. In the meantime, 15, -t I :“(I?,) + h;(t?, + I :*n(~,)) E
W?(u). By the uniqueness, we have that u, = 6,. 
(2) k=n. t’,= 0, follows from the construction of @. 
(3) 1 < k <n. Using the same arguments as in Theorem 5.1, we 
have uk = tik. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Now WC show that @ is one-to-one. 
Suppose 24 # ii. 
(i) If u( ., U) - u( ., u) 4 C1:, for all n, then from the construction of 
@, we have P, Q(u) #P, @p(C). 
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(ii) There exists IZ > 0 such that 
u( ‘) U) - u( -, u) E cx; but w:+,. 
From the construction of @, we have 
p”-‘(u) # p” ’ ‘(6) 
and 
p”(u) = p”(U). 
Using (6.4) and Theorem 5.1, we have that P, + , Q(u) # P,, + , @(ii). 
(iii) u( ., U)-u( ., U)E C,: for all n is impossible unless U=u. This 
statement follows from the well-known fact that linear parabolic equations 
have no exponentially small solutions. For example, see Agmon [l], Hale 
[ 151, and Angement [2]. Therefore Q, is one to one. 
Step 3. @ is onto. 
For each LT =Cc=, USE E, let t;“= Cz= I F~. By Theorem 5.1, we have 
that there exists a unique 5” E E’,’ such that @,,(r”) = t”‘. We claim that 
is a Cauchy sequence in E. For m > n, let 5” = pm + ym where p’” E E’,” and 
q”‘e E;,,. Then we have 
q’” = &“( pm, 5”), II” = f?y’“(K;rn(v”), 5’“h 
pm = i:,“, (cl”, r’“), 5” = ~~;“,(~?(Y), 5”L 
where q” E ET, , . From (5.9) we have 
urn = 5”’ + Ry.“(l ;sm(~,), 2”) + RI’ ‘*“(H;.“(v,), 5”‘) 
m-- 1 
+ c [PA RjC;“,(I:.m(S’k), t”) + Rf ‘*k(H;sk(uk), tk)] 
k-2 
and 
f Uk = q* + ‘nf [Pkb!~:~~(~~‘*(~I‘), (“) 
k=n+l k=rtcl 
+ R:-‘.k(H2k(u,), 5”)1 
+R ;” - I*‘y I-q”{ urn), y). (6.5) 
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Now let us look at 5’” - 5”. We have 
II~m-5”l12= IldY2+ I pm-5”112 
d 114”11*+ IIY”-~;(5”)I12. 
Using Theorem 3.2, (3.15), (4.10), (4.11), (4.13), (4.14), and (6.5), we have 
that for E > 0 there exists N > 0 such that if m > n > N, then 
This implies 
l14mll d $ and llh;(5”)ll d $. 
115” + &Y5”) - (5” + hl( y)) l < c. 
Therefore <” + h;(Y) is Cauchy. Let 
lim (5” + h:(Y)) = U. “-* 
We claim Q(u) = u. Since @ is continuous, we have 
P’f(@(u) - @(l” + h;‘(y))) --f 0 as m+a3. 
On the other hand, by using (6.4), we have 
m@(u) - @(l’” + y(tm))) 
= P; D(u) - i 
( 
t‘k 
k=l > 
) for m>n. 
This implies P:@(u) = 1; = 1 ok. Therefore Q(u) = t’. 
Step 4. Qi - ’ is continuous. 
For fixed c, it is sufficient to show that for each s>O, there exists 6 >O 
such that if IIU - VII < 6 for 1;, 1; E E, then 
I:@ .‘(v)-c? ‘(C)II <c. 
Using Theorem 3.2, (3.15), (4.10), (4.1 I), (4.13), (4.14), and (6.5), we 
have that for c: > 0 there exist N > 0 such that if m > n > N, then 
ll5”(~“) - Y(v”)ll d 2 II p;+ 1 V”,l +;c, 
II P::u”il< f. 
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Let WI + x. Then we have 
Let n > N be fixed. From the continuity of 5” we have that there exists 
a 6, such that if II~“-t?ll <6,, then 
IlyylY-(“(V”)ll<$. 
Let 6 = min{ 6,) 48). Then we have that if lit’- Ull <b then 
II@-‘(u)- @ ‘(C)Ii 
< Il@-‘(u)-yyu)+~“(u)-~“(q+~“(C)-@-’(1?)I 
< c. 
Therefore CD ’ is continuous. It is easy to see that CD ’ maps a solution of 
(6.1) to the solution of (2.3). This completes the proof of this theorem. 1 
Let i, = Min{ IE-,l 1 n = 1, 2, . ..}. Since A is hyperbolic, i > 0. 
THEOREM 6.2. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, we choose 
p > 0 such that 4 Lip F,j3. -C 1, then there exists a homeomorphism ‘P from 
E onto E such that Y maps a solution of (6.1) to a solution of 
k= --Ah (6.6) 
and Y ’ maps a solution of (6.6) to a solution ef (6.1 ). 
Proof: Let us look at the equation 
C,, = -&u,, + P,,FJv, + h;(v,,)). (6.7) 
This is a one-dimensional ordinary differential equation. Since i,, # 0, by 
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using the theorem [27], we have that there exists a homcomorphism $, 
from E, to E, which is given by 
$n(hl) = 0, + Hn(~,,), (6.8) 
where H,, satisfies 11 H, 1’ < (2/l;., I) supUCE F,(u), and transforms (6.7) to 
Since /1, = n2 + o( 1) as n + CC, we have that C,“_, H,,(c,) is uniformly con- 
vergent. The continuity of H,, implies that C,“, H,,(P,u) is continuous in 
u. This implies 
is convergent and continuous in u. Let 
w-= Y(c) = F $,(P,v). 
n-l 
Since *” is the homeomorphism given by (6.8), we have that 
xz=, $;-‘(P,w) is convergent and is continuous in w, which is the inverse 
of Y. 
This completes the proof. 1 
Proqf‘ of Theorem 1.1. Let V= B,(O) whet-c p is given by Theorem 6.2. 
By Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2, letting CD* = Y. @J, then @* is a 
homeomorphism from V to a*(V) and transforms (1.6) and (1.7) to (1.8 
and (1.9). This completes the proof. m 
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